Student Comments about Cliff's online Chem 26
I'm _________

wife and he doesn't know I'm writing you, but as a teacher myself for

12 years I know it's nice to know when you're making a difference.
been married 20 years.
his respect.

______ and I have

During that time there are only three teacher's that have earned

Several weeks

into your class he told me that if you had been his teacher

when he was younger, he would have been a chemistry major.
your subject matter and really enjoys your class.
nice to see him enjoying school.

He sees the relevance of

I just wanted to say thank you -- it's

That's not an easy task while working full time and

being the daddy to two little girls.

Sincerely, _______

Hi, Cliff:

Just wanted to let you know that I am really enjoying this course.

I have

already mentioned that I have had 2 sems of Gen Chem and Organic Chem, and am
taking this course to make up 2 credits I need for a teaching minor.

It has been some

time since I had these courses, and I have tried to review but was not very successful at
it.
am

When I started this course, I thought it would be boring, but it definitely is not.

I

learning these topics much better than I did in my previous courses, which were taken at
a university, and so far, I think I am gaining a better understanding of chemistry.
Thanks!

Number one you have been an exceptional instructor for someone who is never seen but always heard from. I am
impressed how well you respond considering we all have some pretty silly questions (at least I know I did) and how fast you
get back to the questions even on the week-ends. I have not taken a chemistry class for 30 years and expected it to either
drop me to my kness or have me more confused than life itself. But, with the way you have had us doing quizes and
homework, it made one focus on what we are here for. The only thing I don't particularly care for is how some of the
questions are worded, with an older less absorbant mind such as myself, I made many mistakes just because of a single
word or play on words, otherwise I might have a better grade. Anyway, you have made this an exceptional way of teaching
a class that everyone should take and at least understand how life really is. I really enjoyed the Biochemistry even though it
is somewhat complicated and scientists are still searching for answers, it is fun to know that even the brilliant people are
still somewhat confused too.......Thank you for your assistance and interaction and enjoy your persuit of knowledge as well,
I know I will! Oh, by the way thanks for letting the older generation know how to laugh on line :):):)

Cliff
I am _________ an chem 26 online student. I have actually enjoyed your class. I remember so well my first chem
class from 1970 it was in the summer. I received an A in that class but it was a really difficult. The last thing I wanted

to take was another chem class. But I must say I really did enjoy this class,it seemed very applicable to my
profession. Your were very attentive to the students.What I learned the most is we as students just touched the
surface of what is needed to learn,but what was presented in your class was well taught. Thank you

Cliff,
Thank you so much for providing this course online, it has been very informative and your notes are extremely helpful. I
think you are an awesome instructor.
Thanks again

Hey Cliff- I couldn't get the mail within the shasta college system to work for me, but I just wanted to say
thanks for a great class. Really, both of the online classes I took from you were really structured well and
easy to use- I can honestly say my fear of chemistry has been squashed. Thanks again for everything and
have a great summer and life. -your thankful student---10/26/2009
Thank you. I knew you would be right on it......you are the most attentive online professor that I have ever
had...I really appreciate that ;)
5/19/2009
Thanks, Cliff. I realize I'm ok on points, i just felt bad missing the test! I've become a little obsessive
about school in my old age....thanks again for the good wishes, and the wonderful experience with an
online class, my best yet! best wishes to you,
5/19/2009
I want to thank you for your patience and understanding throughout the course. I have been dealing with
some major health issues the last few months, so these last chapters have taken their toll. I did learn alot,
may not have expressed it in the hw/quizzes/exams, but my mind is full. I can't even watch a program that
has chem. related stuff in it and not try to understand it better, and due to pre menopause and thyroid
problems attacking me- my mind doesn't have room for much else-lol.
5/17/2009
Hey Cliff,
Just finished my last exam... wow... I'm done! I just wanted to say thanks for a great semester! You really
did make this class interesting and a lot more fun than I expected. I learned a lot from the class that I hope
to take with me for a greater understanding of other classes in the future or if nothing else, a better
understanding and a greater curiosity of life around me and how it all works. I'll never look at anything the
same again without thinking of the compounds that make them up... really... I'm not just saying that, I do it
all the time now (and I thought my mind was busy before!) I and hope that who ever teaches Statistics is
just as kind (with your sense of humor) Any suggestions?

